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The Greenway Hub is the first new DIT building to be completed

DIT Hothouse introduced Minister Bruton to entrepreneurs on the

on the campus and it was officially launched by the Minister for

New Frontiers programme, which is funded by Enterprise Ireland, and

Education and Skills, Richard Bruton TD in 2017. Located at the

to some of the High Potential Start-Ups (HPSUs) based on campus,

centre of the DIT campus at Grangegorman, the Greenway Hub is
the new home of the Environmental Sustainability and Health
Institute (ESHI) and DIT Hothouse, the Institute's awardwinning knowledge transfer and incubation centre.
The development of the Greenway Hub has been
supported under the HEA Programme for Research

such as Kastus Technologies, Artomatix and Bloom Magic.
The DIT Hothouse incubation centre, originally
set up by Bernadette O'Reilly and Margaret
Whelan in 2001, now provides office space
and supports to over 60 international
innovative entrepreneurs and their

in Third Level Institutions (PRTLI) Cycle 5 and with

teams. Since 2007, flagship Hothouse

funding from Enterprise Ireland and DIT.

alumni have raised over €170 million

According to the President of DIT, Professor

more than 1,700 High Tech Jobs.

in Equity Investment and have created

Brian Norton, "We have located the Green way Hub

right in the heart of the campus to reflect the central
importance of research and innovation across all of our
activities. The Greenway Hub is home to research leaders,
postgraduate students and interdisciplinary research centres
Who will work side by side with new high-potential startups to find
solutions to today's societal challenges."
During his Visit, Minister Bruton met with academics, researchers
and PhD students working on a range of projects that aim to have a
Positive impact on human health and well-being, the environment
and sustainability. They included innovative research on treating
myopia; developing sustainable sources of food protein; new assistive
technologies for the disabled; and health policy development.

Opposite: Oil PhD student Alex l yd and Minister for Education R" Skill" RiLhard Bruton TO
at thp ,aullrh fthe Greenway Hub

Professor Brian O'Neill, Director of
Research, Enterprise and Innovation
at DIT, described the development of
the Greenway Hub as a hugely significant
opportunity. "The Green way Hub will support a
unique eco-system whereby the proven research ability
in DIT to address real-world challenges is now integrating with our
award-winning support programme for new entrepreneurs. To illustrate
the point, one of our current PhD students has also come through the
entrepreneur programme in Hothouse and is about to launch a new
diagnostic company. That's the kind of synergy that we believe will be
repeated many times over, right here on the Grangegorman campusit's a synergy that brings a sense of enquiry and a commitment to apply
knowledge !n practical and beneficial ways to everything we do."

www.dit.ie/researchenterprisele:research@dit.ie
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becoming short-sighted, and no treatments to stop the condition
getting worse if they do. The Centre for Eye Research Ireland (CER!)
at DIT is leading a €2 million European clinical trial with the goal of
helping to control the development of myopia in children. The Myopi~

New technologies tackle counterfeiting

Outcome Study of Atropine in Children (MOSAIC) trial is funded by th~

The blackmarket costs legitimate businesses billions of dollars a year in

Health Research Board and Fighting Blindness in Ireland and will be

revenue losses worldwide. However, in the pharmaceutical sector, the

conducted in purpose-built research facilities developed by DIT at its

potential impact of fake medicines on health is far worse. Counterfeit

new campus in Grangegorman. CERI Principal Investigators Professor

medicines, manufactured in an uncontrolled environment, for

James Loughman and Professor lan Flitcroft are also leading an

example, may contain potentially fatal ingredients or the wrong dose

international consortium that will gather similar data from five clinical

of the active ingredient. A team of DIT researchers have been working

trial sites across the UK (MOSAIC-UK) and Australia (MOSAIC-AUS) to

on innovative solutions to increase the detection of fraudulent

perform an individual patient data meta-analysis to definitively answel

products. Professor Izabela Naydenova, Professor VincentToal and

whether atropine should become the standard of care for progressive

Dr Suzanne Martin have developed serialised holograms that can

myopia among Caucasian children. e:james.loughman@dit.ie

be used on anti-counterfeit labels, as well as optical devices that use
light beams and holograms to display information in the form of light
patterns which can be read by a hand-held device. In the last five years,
the researchers have been awarded over €1 million in commercially
focused funding, have been granted 12 patents and created a spinout company to develop the labels, Optrace Ltd. Optrace labels have
many applications across the pharmaceutical, automobile parts, and
luxury clothes and goods markets. Clients can have individual product
packages or parts protected with a unique serialized holographic
label. Each hologram can be as unique as a human fingerprint and the
company can produce thousands of the labels per hour. Patents have
been granted in both Europe and the US. The researchers are based at
the DIT Centre for Industrial and Engineering Optics.

e: izabela.naydenova@dit.ie

Transforming shellfish waste
According to the United Nations, about 70% of global shellfish

Below: PhD student Saoirse McCrann, dinical trial Investigator for the MOSAIC myopia trial

production ends up as by-product each year. Some of this is used to
make fertiliser and animal feed - the rest is sent to landfill, incinerated
or dumped at sea with potentially harmful environmental impacts. Dr
Michelle Giltrap is a Principal Investigator on the EU-funded Blueshell
project. This project is exploring ways to utilise by-products from shrimp,
crab and mussels for potential (bio)active compounds targeted at
the sustainable supply of safe, healthy foods. Research indicates that
shellfish are sources of unique proteins and peptides, unusual fatty acids,
pigments and chitin. Shellfish waste will be explored for (bio)activities
relevant to functional foods development, food safety applications
and plant health applications. Dr Patrice Behan, Dr Barry Foley and Dr
Christine O'Connor, DIT are also working on the project, along with

Groundbreaking clinical trial may lead to cure for Myopia

international experts from the Institute for Agriculture, Fisheries and

Eye disease is on the rise globally due to a range of factors such as

Food (ILVO), the University of Ghent in Belgium; Chalmers University of

people spending more time on computers and smart technology;

Technology in Sweden; National Research Council in Naples, Italy; Nofima

longer education cycles; and spending less time in outdoor activity.
Myopia, or short-sightedness, is the most common eye problem in
Ireland and one of the most common causes of blindness globally.
Currently, there are no established treatments to stop people

Institute in Tromso, Norway; and Irish Fish Canners, Ireland. Funding was
awa~ded to DIT by the Marine Institute in Ireland, as part of the Marine

Biotechnology ERA-Net (ERA-MBT), an EU collaboration of national
marine research funding organisations. e: michelle.giltrap@dit.ie
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operations. Dr Maria Chiara Leva, a Lecturer in Health & Safety, has
helped the ESB, the largest electricity generation company in Ireland,
to develop a dynamic risk register. The register, which is now in use
at ESB Generation, integrates all business risks across many stations
in Ireland and the UK into a single dynamic source which can provide
real-time information on the status of the main operational hazards
and risks. The register has harmonised the way of reporting and
managing risks in different locations at corporate level and is used to
focus management attention on common and emerging risks across
the organisation. The register could be adopted by other companies
as the system is highly flexible and adaptable. This project is funded by
Science Foundation Ireland under its Industry Fellowship programme,
which enabled Maria to spend two days per week on-site in the ESB for
the duration of the project. e: mariachiara.leva@dit.ie

Creating a successful urban rail system
While there have been many successful urban rail systems developed
across the globe over the past decades, a considerable number have
failed to meet their initial objectives in terms of improving public
transport and the urban environment. Roisin Byrne-Murray, Head of

The Wind Urchin - Revolutionising the measurement of wind
The current standard on the market for wind measurement includes
simple cup anemometers or wind vanes which have existed for

Transport Engineering, is developing a framework to help transport
planners and policy makers determine what factors need to be in
place to ensure the success of urban rail systems. The guidelines will
outline how urban rail should be planned in order to realise objectives

hundreds for years. Wind measurement devices, in general, are

to improve the public transport network, provide a quality service,

extremely limited. Dr Derek Kearney, in collaboration with researchers

increase passengers, reduce congestion on the road network, improve

in the DIT Energy Resource Group, has developed the world's first
truly three-dimensional wind measurement instrument that can
produce more data on wind per second than any other instrument
currently available. The Wind Urchin can sample wind speeds at
frequencies up to 3,OOOHz, provide superior three dimensional data
on wind speed and direction, and provide an accurate indication of
turbulence, all in real-time. The device can be used to improve the
landing safety of aircraft, to help optimise the design and performance
of wind turbines for wind farms and tidal energy farms, and to provide
superior meteorological data. Airport trials with Met tireann and wind
farm trials are ongoing. DIT is currently exploring the potential to
collaborate with business partners interested in commercialising the

social inclusion and encourage urban regeneration and sustainability.

technology via licensing or development of a new spin-out company.

Development of the guidelines has involved an analysis of Irish and

e: derek.kearney@dit.ie

international urban rail systems including: Luas (Ireland), London
Docklands Light Rail System (United Kingdom), Bordeaux Tramway
(France), RandstadRail (Netherlands) and SkyTrain (Canada). These

Managing risk, optimising output
Despite the clear importance of risk registers for managing risk in
organisations, there is very little guidance on their development
and implementation. A risk register, or risk database, is a central tool
for organisations to use to monitor and reduce risks, both those
identified during initial safety assessments and those emerging during

systems were selected as examples of best practice in planning.
The results of this research will provide transport planners and
policymakers in Ireland and abroad with a framework to gUide them
in the decision-making process to ensure the success of the urban rail
system. e: roisin.murray@dit.ie
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Researchers at the DIT Radiation and Environmental Science Centre
(RESC), under the leadership of Professor Fiona Lyng, may be on the
cusp of a major breakthrough in cervical pre-cancer diagnosis.
The team at RESC has been developing a novel technology for cervical

Fiona was appointed as the Centre Manager of RESC in 2003. Her

cancer screening based on Raman spectroscopy for a number of years.

relationship with OIT stretches back to her undergraduate years when

Now, they are carrying out a clinical utility study of 1,000 patient

she studied Physics in OIT Kevin Street. There, she was mentored by

samples to establish the accuracy of the new testing method.

Or Carmel Mothersill, a trailblazer in the area of radiation biology,
who inspired her to apply her physics knowledge to make an impact

'To our knowledge, this is the largest patient study using this type of

in human health. A prolific researcher, having published over 100

spectroscopic assay in the world," explains Fiona. "Previously, people

research papers and supervised 26 PhO students to completion, Fiona

have only looked at up to 700 patient samples. Raman spectroscopy is

was awarded a Professorship by OIT in 2012 and the 'One to Watch'

a powerful tool that uses light to generate a biochemical fingerprint of

Award in 2011 by Enterprise Ireland, who previously funded the

cells. We are currently building a large database from the 7,000 samples,

project for five years.

so that we can map out the biochemical fingerprint of cells at different
stages of cervical pre-cancer."

Research News 20181 Dublin Institute ofTechnology
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"The dream would be to see it used as the main test for
cervical pre-cancer in Irish hospitals and cytology labs. This
new test could help achieve an earlier and more accurate
diagnosis for women, reducing stress on the patient and
ultimately saving lives."
Current screening

Major impact

A lot is changing in cervical cancer screening because of HPV, a

The potential impact of the new testing method is huge.

sexually transmitted infection which can be genital or oral. For women,
Persistent HPV infections can cause abnormal changes in the lining of

Fiona says that their test can tell from the cellular biochemical

the cervix, which can lead to cervical cancer (Irish Cancer Society). HPV

fingerprint if the sample is positive for HPV and further, whether the

is implicated in 98% of cervical cancers, explains Fiona, and as a result

cells are at risk to go on to pre-cancer or whether the infection is

HPV testing has recently been been introduced by CervicalCheck,

transient and will resolve itself. This new technique uses classification

Ireland's cervical screening programme.

algorithms to analyse Raman spectra of cells, comparing them with the

Current cervical cancer screening is by the Pap test or cervical smear

predefined database of samples. The system is completely objective
and does not rely on human subjectivity.

test. Cells are taken from the cervix and sent to a cytology lab, where
the cytologist uses a microscope to analyse the structure of the cells:

"The dream would be to see it used as the main test for cervical pre-cancer

size and shape, staining patterns. "The main problem with the Pap test

in Irish hospitals and cytology labs. This new test could help achieve an

is that it is subjective and therefore, subject to hu~an error. Missed or

earlier and more accurate diagnosis for women, reducing stress on the

incorrect diagnoses are common. The Pap test has saved many lives, but

patient and ultimately saving lives." It is also more cost effective, as all of

it's been around since the 7940s, it's time for a new test."

this is possible by analysing the biochemical fingerprint of the sample
you originally give to your GP.

If low grade changes are found in the cells by cytology, the sample is
also tested for the presence of HPV. If you test positive for HPV, you

With more than 800 samples analysed out of 1000, the results so far are

Will be sent for a number of further tests, for example colposcopy

good. "We've gotten greater than 90% specificity and sensitivity in our
results so far. It's very exciting."

and biopsy. ':4 lot of women are sent for colposcopy when they might
not necessarily need it. The HPV infection is very common and usually
clears up by itself. It only causes pre-cancer in a percentage of women. A

The clinical utility study is due to be completed in 2018. If the results

colposcopy exam can be an unnecessary procedure and can cause a lot of

continue to shine, the team is hoping to generate interest from

extra Worry for the woman."

companies that could bring the test to market. They are also working to
translate over to other cancers, for example oral cancer and lung cancer.
Damien Traynor is a fulltime Research Assistant on the team. Dr
Shiyamala Duraipandian, a postdoctoral Marie Sklodowska-Curie
Research Fellow who worked on the project for the past two years,
recently moved on to a full-time position with the Danish National
Metrology Institute (DFM).
The clinical utility study is being carried out as part of the CERVIVA
Consortium, a collaborative research group focused on cervical cancer
screening and other Human Papillomavirus (HPV) associated diseases,
which is led byThe Coombe Women and Infants University Hospital
(Professor John O'Leary and Dr Cara Martin), in partnership with DIT,
Trinity College Dublin and The National Cancer Registry.
Along with using Raman and infrared spectroscopy for cancer
diagnosis, RESC specialises in radiation biology and environmental
toxicology. RESC is located in the FOCAS Institute, a research facility at
DIT dedicated to surface engineering, nanotechnology, photonics and
biophotonics, materials science and radiation biology.

.....................................................................................
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How is the fibre optic nose different from other

What is the timeline on the Fibre Optic Nose

failure and apply that experience to new

electronic noses that are currently in use?

project?
We have been worklnCJ on the actual fibre

mytearn

The adva tages of our 'nose' I

I

can

detect odour concentrations at extremely

chal e ges, and an absolute comm:tment to

structures for a few years. We received funding

low levels, as parts per billion In some

from Enterprise Ireland to create a solid

Why do you do what you do? What drives you

cases, no It can do t in real time Electronic

base for commerCialisation. We're fOCUSing

to do research in photonics?

sensors can on y detect parts per million

on developing very speCific prototypes,

I believe photonics will Tdnsform our society

concentrations, so our sensitivity is several

which will be testE:'d by end users. We are

It drives innovation, It drives growth in life

orders of magnitude greater. Our 'nose' can

working with several partners In the food and

sciences, advanced materials, medicine

a so be placed In an explosive or aggressive

environmental industries to develop tailored

and healthcare security. That is hugely

environment, whereas electronic sensors

solutions for them. If that works well, maybe a

interesting to me. All I want to do is to apply

often struggle to operate in the presence

spin out company. We are collaborating with

my knowledge and experience in photonlcs in

of strong electromagnetic fields and in the

DIT Hothouse on the commercialisation side

various ways and hopefully make a difference.

explosive or corrosive environments that

of the project.

I really enjoy my work. I enjoy solving difficult
problems.

organic vapours often exist in. Another
advantage of our sensors is that they can

Can you identify three key things that you

operate remotely because optical fibre can

feel got you to this position of leadership in

span over hundreds of kilometres. We are also

academia?

Working to make the sensors replaceable.

The main qualities that got me to leading

disposable. and even self-cleanmg so that

a successful research group in DIT are

they can be re-used.

my enthusiasm and passion for research
reSilience and the ability to recover from
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Tackling the gender
Researchers in the DIT Centre for Research in Engineering and Applied
Technology Education (CREATE) are tackling the gender gap in education
in the STEM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).
Do spatial skills hold the key?

The focus on spatial skills is not unique to

Despite the buzzing technological

Ireland. Over the last 20 years, Professor

environment in Ireland, there is a significant

Sheryl Sorby, an expert in spatial ability

imbalance between the numbers of women

research from Ohio State University, has

and men working in STEM fields. There have

developed a spatial skills course which

been many initiatives aimed at enticing more

is now compulsory for STEM students in

female students to STEM, but they rarely

many universities in the USA. Since 2012,

address cognitive causes, instead focusing

Professor Sorby has been working closely

on making STEM more attractive. A research

with DIT CREATE and her spatial skills course

project, led by the DIT CREATE research

is currently being piloted in Transition Year in

group, addresses a fundamental cognitive

seven secondary schools in Ireland.

barrier to STEM: spatial skills.
Spatial reasoning is the ability to understand,
remember and mentally manipulate the
spatial relations between objects. Professor
Brian Bowe, the Principal Investigator on
the National Spatial Skills Project, says:
"Research studies have shown that spatial skills

"Research studies have
shown that spatial skills
are a key indicator in how
students perform in STEM
· ts..."
su b'lec
The good news - spatial skills can be

are a key indicator in how students perform in

improved. Preliminary findings indicate

STEM subjects across all levels of education and

that while the students' spatial skills are

significant gender differences favouring males

increasing with age, the gap between

have been observed consistently."

girls and boys is also increasing. The team

The project is focusing on female students

aimed at increasing students' spatial skills,

and aims to create a complete picture of

for example electronic and paper-based

spatial skills development across all levels

resources that can be introduced into Irish

plan to develop learning tools specifically

of education in Ireland to determine the

schools. The hope is that these interventions

impact these skills have on success in STEM

will attract more students to STEM education,

education and perceptions of STEM subjects.

particularly female students; increase

To date, approximately 7000 students in 42

subjects; and prepare more female students

Irish secondary schools have been tested,

to be successful in STEM disciplines.

retention; improve students' abilities in STEM

and work is underway to extend into primary
schools in collaboration with the Professional

This project is supported by Intellreland, who

Development Service for Teachers, a cross-

are committed to helping to close the diversity

sectoral support service for schools in Ireland.

gap in careers in the sciences and technology.
www.dit.ie/createle:brian.bowe@dit.ie
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gap in STEM education
A new chapter:
OIT and Intel establish
strategic partnership
Tackling the comparatively
low levels of female students
and graduates of STEM
subjects is just one objective
identified by a new strategic
partnership linking DIT and
Intel. The partnership was
formalised between the
two organisations at the
signing of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoUl
in the Greenway Hub at DIT Grangegorman in 2017, and represents an exciting new
chapter in what is already a close working relationship of many years. The MoU will see
Strategic Working Groups comprised of DIT and Intel staff and overseen by Professor
Brian Norton, DIT and Eamonn Sinnott, Intellreland, working together on a range of
action plans in education, outreach, research, and innovation.
The establishment of this new partnership follows the opening of an Intel-supported
Internet ofThings lab in DIT Kevin Street. Further collaboration between DIT and
Intel will see the development of initiatives in a number of important areas such as
the establishment of a pilot graduate development programme for Manufacturing
Technicians and projects focused on increasing the representation of female students
and graduates at all levels in STEM disciplines.

Centre: OIT PhD student Rachel Hardlng works wlln le ondary school
Above: 01 lude t Errn rnd y gu' Zoe nnsealach

tudp~t

lylan owe on spatial skills tasks
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IIDesigning

haVing a wide choice of high schools that included specialised science
and technology schools. "Gender wasn't identified as a central component
in their choice, or in their experience of school, the way it was here." Another

Engineers":
Opening the doors

finding is that Irish girls "don't have access to enough teachers and advisors
with knowledge of engineering and technology." Shannon is using her

interview data to make policy recommendations for improving the
education system in Ireland with the goal of helping to attract and retain
more diverse students in Engineering.
This goal of making Engineering more accessible informs much of

to Engineering

Shannon's research. Students who have participated in her research

At the heart of Professor Shannon Chance's research is her drive to

to design for energy conservation. They welcome opportunities to

support women in their Engineering studies. In her own career, she

work in groups of diverse students, particularly when they are not

didn't have to look far for a role model. Her mother, Cynthia Mara,

isolated as the only female or only minority student on a team that

studies appreciate group-based learning and hands-on design
projects, ranging from design and construction of robots and bridges

founded a nursing programme and a hospice (both thriving, many

is otherwise homogeneous. Shannon explains that when teachers

decades later). "Mo m earned her PhD the day I got my Bachelor's in

choose the teams rather than leaving it to the students to decide,

Architecture and she's always inspired me to reach higher." Her sister,

minority students have a better chance to work with Irish students

Heather Massie, an actress who plays the movie-star inventor Hedy

and students from outside of their own culture. International students

Lamarr, also inspires.

in her study say they would not have the courage to approach
mainstream students and ask to be on their teams.

Concerning role models more generally, she points to "fabulous female
architects, like Julia Morgan, Oenise Scott Brown and Zaha Hadid" but

Shannon has long been interested in bridging the arts and sciences,

stresses that most women architects haven't gotten the recognition

as well as teaching, "so I became an architect and then a teacher of

they deserve, "and we need to fix that."

architecture."She sees great potential in introducing "unique aspects of

how we teach architecture" to engineering students, and helping plan
A lecturer in Multidisciplinary Technologies at DIT, Shannon is currently

projects that get students of engineering and architecture working

furthering her research on a two-year Marie Sklodowska-Curie Research

together. "There's so much room for creativity. I think that engineering

Fellowship in University College London. She aims to develop new ways

needs to focus more attention on developing creative skills, and that the

to promote cognitive development among engineering students, help

way we teach architecture provides a very useful precedent. I want to bring

educators provide effective support to minority students, and help

active, hands-on pedagogies to students of engineering. Engineering can

grow engineering into a more diverse and creative profession overall,

and should be a creative endeavour. Visualizing it as purely mathematical

particularly through the exploration of innovative teaching methods.

problem-solving results in less robust designs." Shannon recommends,

for instance, giving all engineering students instruction in basic design

Engineering for all

process, encouraging students to sketch free-hand and helping

Shannon is currently working on a research project in which she

students to combine reflective writing with making diagrams and

interviewed 37 women studying engineering in Ireland, Poland and

visual notes. These are tools used in architecture to improve design

Portugal. She is now conducting follow-up interviews with the same

and encourage skilful design thinking.

students, to learn about their experiences over time. The work is
unique in scope and scale in the context of engineering research in

RoboSlam

Europe, due to its focus on collecting qualitative, longitudinal data in a

"My engineering colleagues at OIT do a greatjob reaching out to

diverse set of countries.

second-level students. Since 20 13, Or Oamon Berry, Or Ted Burke, Mr
Frank OUignan and I have organised RoboSlam, which provides robot-

Emerging findings show that many of the Irish women interviewed went

building workshops for beginners. We have a lot of fun doing what we

to schools where physics wasn't offered, whereas the Polish women

love, sharing it with people of all ages, and shOWing them that designing,

fondly remembered doing physics experiments in middle school and

building and coding robots can be fun, creative and rewarding."

·
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Next steps

in four European countries-evaluating

FOllowing stints as a Fulbright Scholar and

the role of design projects in the learning,

a Marie Sklodowska-Curie Research Fellow

epistemological development, and retention

at DIT, in early 2018 Shannon embarked

of students-with a focus on women's

On a new research fellowship through the

experiences. Her overarching goal is to

Marie Curie programme. She is currently

develop and promote better ways to teach

Working with experts at University College

and support STEM students.

London to learn new research skills, which
she plans to bring back to DIT. Her project

To students wishing to pursue engineering

is titled: 'Designing Engineers: Harnessing

or a PhD, Shannon says, "Find mentors of both

the Power of Design Projects to Spur

genders who you can go to for advice. Finding

Cognitive and Epistemological Development

good mentors can make a world of difference."

Of STEM Students~ She will collect data

Above: 1)1, sludents par'lCrpaung Dn RUOO)UITlO proJe 1 rn Lt. l-R: pelT'
ergh ,myth Doyle, Jack Bolger, Prafe lor Shannon lhanle, Yalmine AI affar

"Find mentors of both
genders who you can go
to for advice. Finding good

mentors can make a world

of difference."

www.shannonchance.net
e: shannon.chance@dit.ie
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Gold nanoparticles Detecting fungi faster
Over a billion people are affected by fungal infections globally

trained personnel. It requires

each year, and 1.5 million of those cases are fatal, according to the

costly equipment and it

Microbiology Society, a leading voice in microbiology research in

usually takes a couple of

Europe. Although most infections can be treated, for example athlete's

days to a week to get

foot or ringworm, some strains of fungi can infect the lungs and

the results back.

bloodstream, posing a more serious threat to people with weakened
immune systems, such as older people, cancer patients or those living

The DIT research

with HIV/AIDS. Time is a critical factor in diagnosing and treating

team, in collaboration

infection, and new and affordable diagnostics are needed.

with researchers
at Massachusetts

A team of researchers in Dublin Institute ofTechnology (DIT) are

Institute ofTechnology

working to develop a novel, rapid diagnostic system for fungi, which is

(MIT) and Shanghai

simple to use, cost effective and could potentially be administered at

Jiaotong University,

home. The key - gold nanoparticles.

have so far tested
their new system in a

Nanoparticles, just billionths of a meter in size, are revolutionising areas

lab setting, where they

of medicine such as gene and tissue engineering and targeted drug

investigated twenty-five

delivery. For example, these tiny particles are being explored for their

human samples of athlete's

ability to pinpoint and destroy cancer tumours while causing minimal

foot by placing them in a liquid

damage to healthy tissue and organs.

solution with gold nanoparticles
suspended in it.

Today, fungal infections are most commonly diagnosed via fungi
culture and microscopy. A sample of the infection is taken by your GP

The results - the interaction between the

and sent to a lab, which takes 5 days to culture and be analysed by

nanoparticles and fungus caused a change in the shape of

"
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the nanoparticle from spherical to star-shaped, which in turn caused
the colour to change from red to blue. This colour change
happened within just two minutes and was easy to
detect with the naked eye.

Another PhD student, Kangze Liu, is building an app to accompany
the kit. "We want users to be able to upload a photo of the colour change
to the app so that we can analyse it in the lab. We hope it will provide
additional results, such as the type and concentration of the fungi, which

"It's exciting to get that rapid colour

could indicate the severity of the infection."

change, which is so easy to read.
We are now working on ways to
translate these findings into real
life by developing a testing
kit for fungal infections that

".

With help from DIT Hothouse - the award-winning knowledge transfer
office at DIT - and with funding from Enterprise Ireland and DIT, the
team is exploring the feasibility of developing a commercial product.
They are also testing their new system on a larger number of samples.

can be self-administered at
home," says DIT Principal

"This kit could save both the patient and the healthcare system time

Investigator, Dr Furong

and money," says Or Tian. 'This new system could have much wider

Tian.

applications, for example it could potentially be used for the rapid
detection of fungi on surfaces in laboratories, hospitals, farms and

""

Tobiloba Sojinrin, a

homes, and in water and food. If fungi are found, people could then take

PhD student on the

preventative action to destroy them and stop them from entering the body

project, explains, "It's

in the first place, thus limiting infection."

early days, but the goal
is that it will be much

Article on this research - Sojinrin 1., Conde, J, Liu, K., Curtin, J., Byrne,

faster than traditional

H., Cui, D., Tian, F. (2017). Plasmonic gold nanoparticle for detection

testing methods. We're
aiming to have the results

offungi and human cutaneous fungal infections, Analytical and
Bioanalytical Chemistry vA09 (9), ppA647-4658.

in two minutes. We want
the kit to be cheap and widely
available in pharmacies and grocery
stores. It won't require complex, costly
eqUipment, and therefore eliminates the
need for trained personnel to operate that
equipment."
Centre: Change In shape of the nanoparticle from sphencal [0 star-shaped caused by the interaction between the nanoparllcles and fungus
Below L-R: Tobiloba ShoJinnn (l) and Kangze Uu (R), PhD student Kangze Uu, Or furong Tian working with her PhD students Kangze Uu (l) and lobiloba Shojinnn
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A conversation with Or Oeirdre Lillis
Or Oeirdre Lillis, Head of the OIT School of Computing and a board member for the Higher Education

Authority in Ireland, discusses the goals and potential impact of the HUBLinked project, explores the topic of
gender and Computer Science, and considers the ethics of research in Computer Science in higher education·
Oeirdre manages HUBLinked, a research project that aims to strengthen Europe's software innovation
capacity. Funded by the EU Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliance programme, the project was launched in OIT in
January 2017.
What inspired you to go into computer

Europe's software innovation capacity. We are

Information Polls of Excellence Report (2014)

science?

working on improving the effectiveness of

which mapped all the regions in Europe in

I loved maths at school, the problem solving

University-Industry linkages between computer

terms of ICT strength. What bubbled up is that

aspects of it. As my career progressed, I

science faculty and companies, developing

there are around ten very strong ICT hubs

hi'lve become much more interested in what

global software innovator graduates that can

including Paris, London and Milan. Dublin is

technology can do to improve people's

work in any sector, and upskilling academic

ranked 16th overall, 2nd on Foreign Direct

lives, rather than technology for the sake of

and industry staff to engage in University-

Investment and about 200th for software

technology. I keep asking, "Why? Why do we

Industry linkages for software innovation. We

innovation. We are so dependent on the big

need this technology? Will it do more harm

are building a sustainable, strategic network

multinationals for jobs, corporate tax revenue,

than good?"

with our 13 partners: nine higher education

exports. We could be doing more in the area

institutes and four industry partners. We

of developing new products and services in all

Can you tell me about the HUBLinked project?

currently have around 30 people working on

industries: ICT, agriculture, tourism. I thought.

I am the coordinator of HUBLinked, an

the project across Europe and South Korea,

"If we can bring those ICT hubs together and

EU-funded project that brings together

which will increase as the project develops.

try to distil best practice out of them, then we
are starting to get a critical mass at European

some of the strongest ICT (Information &
Communication Technology) hubs in Europe

What inspired HUBLinked?

level:' We want to develop lots of small links

and South Korea with the goal of strengthening

The idea stemmed from the European

between universities and industry, so that
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it's not a huge investment for the company

ideas and higher education staff and students

Can you identify two key things that you

in terms of time, money and resources. We

with expertise, has the potential to become a

feel got you to this position of leadership in

use the analogy of a velcro interface: a light

powerhouse of European innovation.

academia?
A pragmatic approach to getting things

touch, low cost, low commitment model that
promotes interaction between industry and

Why do you think more women/girls are not

done: you have to deliver. Perseverance and

higher education.

going into I(T?

resilience: I'm very much a woman in a man's

I think there are natural inclinations. But I

world in both the leT sector and as a Head

Can you tell me more about the Global Labs

think the core issue is that you have computer

of School. I think, as a woman, you have to

component?

science departments staffed by males who

deliver more to be treated as an equal. That is

The Global Labs are the core of the project.

may not even see this as an issue. We're I.ucky

my experience in management, you have to

They will be available to SMEs who want a

at DIT. I'm Head of School, Professor Sarah Jane

have your homework done for meetings, you

prototype built for their software innovations.

Delany is Assistant Head, two of our senior

have to be able to back up your opinions, or

We will give the idea to teams of students

lecturers and a lot of our staff are women. Our

you will lose credibility.

from across the I(T hubs for 12 weeks and

female students typically succeed. I think that

see what they come up with. The students

is partly because there are role models here. I

What's next on the horizon in terms of your

Won't actually meet in person, it's all virtual.

think it's great that the Athena SWAN charter

research?

An SME owner with an idea for her business,

has been brought in to challenge gender

I want to address the gender imbalance in

expert knowledge of her sector but little

equality in higher education, otherwise I think

computer science. I also hope to map out

expOsure to technology can engage directly

it will just go on and on.

what we need to add to a computer science
curriculum to get students thinking about

With the Global Lab teams to test out her
ideas at no cost other than the time she

Do you feel you have faced challenges as a

sPends mentoring students. At DIT, we pride

woman in I(T and in academia in general?

ethical issues early on. Machine learning,
AI, big data, combined with the Internet of

ourselves in working closely with industry and

Yes! I just accepted them as extra hurdles

Things; in many ways, the technology has run

giving our students real-world experiences.

to overcome and got on with the job. But

on ahead of the debate around the privacy

Through HUBLinked, we're hoping that the

I've opened my eyes lately, the biases are

and whether this is a future we actually want.

third level sector can get more access to real-

everywhere. It's not just about men and

We need to balance the power of technology

World ideas and companies can have more

women, it's about masculine and feminine

with why are we doing it.

access to our graduates.

approaches to leadership and management.
The masculine approach dominates in both

What drives you to do research in this area?

sectors, so many opportunities are lost

My research motivation is to identify points of

How did you choose the partners on the
project?

because of that. In technology, I'm interested

leverage that have potentially massive impact.

For the universities, we wanted to partner

in the bigger picture, where is the human

HUBLinked has that: building an interface

With the DIT counterparts in the big ICT hubs:

being in all of this? That's often seen as very

between computer science faculties and SMEs

the industry-focused, professionally-oriented

soft, very feminine almost. What gets valued

has a massive multiplier effect across Europe.

institutions with large computer science faculties.

in hardcore computer science research is the
quantitative, the algorithms, the optimization.

www.hublinked.eule:deirdre.lillis@dit.ie

Can you tell me about the potential impact of
HUBLinked?

By connecting some of Europe's leading
and largest computer science faculties

HUBLinked

and identifying best practice in industry

KNOWLEDGE ALLIANCE

interactions, particularly with SMEs, there is
Potentially massive impact. For example, a
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software innovation skills working with an SME
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activities, the buggies are in constant use.

"Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) have been recognised
as the ideal solution for lowering CO2 emissions in the
transport sector and helping to achieve a sustainable
future," says Ayda.
EU and government policies around solar energy
are moving towards the idea of'self-consumption:
encouraging individuals and businesses to
generate solar energy to meet the demands of
their own electricity and heating needs.
"This is where Europe is going:' explains Ayda.

"This is where the targets are pushing towards. We
generate the solar energy from the panels and store
it in an optimal manner in a Battery Energy Storage
System (BESS) which is part of the charging station

The future is renewable Solar powered buggies on the
Grangegorman campus

design. Then we use that energy when we need it. We have periods where
there is less demand so we're over-generating, or my storage is full because
it's been a very sunny day, and we feed that energy into other buildings on
campus. The energy never goes to waste."
The energy demand for the buggies is served by a combination of

Fossil fuels such as coal, gas and oil provide more than 80% of the

direct solar energy, the PV stored solar energy from the BESS unit, and

world's energy. Finding sustainable alternatives to tackle global

energy from the main electricity grid. The goal is to utilise the solar-

warming, reduce greenhouse emissions and produce new forms of

generated electricity as much as possible and switch back to the grid as

home-grown energy are all on the national agenda in Ireland and

little as possible.

beyond. There is a general consensus among the scientific community
that to stop global warming and reduce emissions, we need to

Ayda hopes that this charging station will help to contribute towards

transform our energy systems by using more low-carbon sources such

EU targets for renewable energy, which are calling on Member States to

as wind, solar and geothermal.

achieve a 20% reduction in dependency on fossil fuels and greenhouse

Ayda Esfandyari is determined to help meet some of those targets.

solar generation side and the vehicles have nearly zero emissions on the

Originally from Iran, Ayda has been living in Ireland since her teens.

demand side."

gas emissions by 2020. "This charging station has zero emissions on the

She became interested in renewable energy while studying for her
Master's in Energy Engineering at University College Dublin. In 2014,

The project has a lot of scope for wider application. Ayda is working

she jumped at the opportunity to undertake a doctorate at DIT under

on optimising the charging station as much as possible with a view to

the supervision of Professor Brian Norton, who is President of DIT and

adapting the prototype to different contexts. The plan is to add more

an internationally acknowledged expert in solar energy research.

buggies to the system in the future, and possibly use the charging
station for electric bikes, which are becoming increasingly popular

Ayda is working on designing a Photovoltaic (PV) solar charging station

in Ireland. The charging station could also potentially be used in

for battery electric vehicles. The charging station currently powers two

commercial companies or in developing countries.

light-weight electric vehicles, which are used daily by the Estates staff in
Grangegorman to transport goods from building to building, to patrol
the campus at night, and to respond to accidents quickly. On a campus
spanning 73 acres and bustling with events, conferences and day-to-day

e: ayda.esfandyari@myditJe
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"We are working on finding the best way to operate a system like this in a
Cost effective manner. Once we have optimized the system, we'll look to
partner with industry with a view to commercialisation."

DIT is working hard to make the Grangegorman campus as sustainable
as possible. "Green thinking permeates the planning of the whole
campus," says Professor Brian Norton, President of DIT.

The Institute plans to include solar panels on all new buildings on
campus. The buildings are designed to be naturally ventilated and
make optimal use of natural light, so that less electric lighting is
needed. Currently 93% of DIT students and staff use sustainable means
of transport to get to campus. Grangegorman is a city campus, which
is serviced well by public transport. including the new Cross-city Luas
line and Dublin Bus. Dublin Bike stations are on the way, and there is
plenty of bike-parking on campus so there is a clear commitment to
promoting all forms of sustainable transport.
Ayda's research, which is funded by DIT. falls under the aegis of the
DUblin Energy Lab (DEL), an interdisciplinary research centre that
is one of the leaders in science and engineering energy research in
Ireland, consisting of 90 researchers from across DIT.

"Research gives me a pulse, it challenges
me, it makes me feel alive. I feel like I'm
young and I'm contributing to finding
renewable energy sources and hopefully
making the world a better place. That's
everyone's dream, isn't it?"
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Insects
- Sustainable food of the future?
Our seemingly insatiable appetite
for meat is a major contributor to
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. With
the world's population estimated by the
United Nations to reach over 9 billion by
2050, that means a lot of extra mouths to
feed. The need for alternative sources of
food is critical.
To help meet that demand, researchers
at the DIT Food & Health Research Centre
are exploring ways to use insect protein
as an ingredient in food products.
"Insects are packed with protein," says

Anna Rettore, the postgraduate student
working on the project. "They may
provide a much more sustainable option
than meat: they don't need as much land

Principal Investigators on the project, Or

understand the biological value of the protein

space to be farmed, they use a much smaller

Catherine Barry-Ryan and Or Roisin

and whether it is digestible for humans.

amount of water, and they provide high yields

Burke explain that some top restaurants, for

of protein from less energy input:'

example the Nordic Food Lab and Noma in

She's also working on perfecting the protocol

Denmark, are leading the way in promoting

and techniques for the optimal extraction of

insects as a food. DOM in Sao Paulo has

protein from insects, and looking at how the

Anna's passion for insects stretches back to
her undergraduate degree in Environmental

served guests a single freezer-cold Amazonian

protein extract and flour behave physically

Science, where she focused on the biodiversity

ant on a cube of pineapple, as part of a larger

in the food matrix: whether they are soluble,

of insects. She went on to work in

effort to reclaim

absorb water, or create a foam. These

insects as part

functional properties are very important

the Esapolis
Museum
in Italy, an

of the

national diet in

when you process or cook with an ingredient.

Brazil. In Ireland, a popup 'pest' themed restaurant

The research team plans to move into product

called 'Pestaurant' has become

development in the future. Testing consumer

a regular at the annual National

acceptability will be key. Possible avenues for

Ploughing Championships.

products include using the insect products in
baking, smoothies, snacks, fitness foods, and

entomological museum devoted to
living insects where she first encountered
the idea of using the creatures as food. She was
hooked.

To make them more

protein products for the elderly.

appealing to a wider audience, Anna is
creating insect flour and protein extracts that

But will Europe ever be ready to eat insects?

could be used in food products and cooking.

Anna thinks so. "It's a matter of finding a
convenient and efficient way of farming the

People eat insects in dozens of countries
across the world, explains Anna. From
Mexico to Thailand to Sub-Saharan Africa,
it is estimated that insects form part of the
traditional diets of at least 2 billion people
(United Nations).

Anna is currently working on analysing the

bugs and making them appealing, safe, and

nutritional profile of two types of insects,

delicious."

crickets and silkworms, to not only figure out
how much protein, fat and carbohydrates they
contain, but also to determine whether the
amino acid profile of the protein is complete, to

e: anna.rettore@myditJe
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Motivation for Maths
- Digital games in the classroom
Mariana Rocha, a PhD student in Computing, is determined

Can you tell me about the potential impact of this research?

to help primary school students become maths savvy using

I think the research will have a major impact on Irish

digital games.

education. Last year, the Education Research Centre, a state
body in Ireland, carried out a study of 8,000 Irish primary
school children, which showed that there is concern about
their performance in mathematics, especially in problemsolVing skills. Digital games allow the simulation of realworld problems that can be solved applying mathematics
in context: the concepts become easier for children to
understand and mathematics starts to make sense. The
games can positively impact children's attitudes towards
mathematics, motivating them to learn. They can also have a
positive impact on how children transfer the concepts they
learn at school to their real lives.
What are your goals for the future?
I want to continue doing research in this area, optimizing the
game design and branching out to other subjects beyond
mathematics.
What drives you to do research in this area?
I believe that using different types of media and

Can you tell me why you chose DIT for your PhD studies?

technologies to communicate STEM learning is key to

I am interested in how technology can help people to learn.

making children more engaged and motivated to learn. A lot

Ireland is often described as a place where technology meets

of people criticize children's use of technology, saying that

education, especially in the schools, so I thought it would be

they spend too much time in front of screens these days. I

interesting to do my PhD in an Irish institute. I was thrilled
, when I came across a project about learning mathematics
through digital games supervised by Dr Pierpaolo Dondio in
the School of Computing at DIT.
Can you tell me about your PhD research project?
I am working on designing a digital game for primary
school students to help them learn mathematics. I want to
understand what teachers expect from educational games
and assess the games they currently use, so in phase one of
the project I used a questionnaire to gather the thoughts of
700 primary school teachers. In phase two, I am working on
testing the efficiency of digital mathematics games. I will
visit Irish and Brazilian schools to collect students' opinions
about educational games, check how games are used in the
classroom and test if they improve children's motivation
and learning outcomes. The third phase will focus on the
design and development of a new game, which I will also
test with schools.

believe that we can transform that into something positive. If
children are so engaged in playing games, it makes sense to
produce games that can educate too.
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Mining the
food 'gold' in
sea\Xfeed
A career in the Sciences was a natural path for Professor
Nissreen Abu-Ghannam, a Principal Investigator in the DIT
Food & Health Research Centre: "I was always interested in nature
and how things worked, and in school I had a great interest in

science."Nissreen was surrounded by family members involved
in engineering, technology and maths. While supported by
her family and later benefiting from an inspiring research
supervisor, she also had to be self-motivated and passionate
about her area. "It has to come from within you and nobody else."
Nissreen's research is focused on nutraceuticals - healthpromoting compounds extracted from food sources. She finds
it "exciting to find solutions to the challenges thrown up in my
area and to collaborate with other people working in the same
field."The main challenge is how to make use of underused

resources, and even waste materials, to provide health benefits
to society. In her most recent major research project, her
team developed new environmentally friendly methods for
extracting nutraceutical compounds from underused terrestrial
and marine sources, in particular seaweed.
The project has demonstrated the huge untapped potential of
Irish seaweeds and their possible use in new food products and
pharmaceutical applications. The project has delivered over 20
peer-reviewed journal articles, five invited book chapters, one
patent, numerous presentations at international conferences,
new course modules and has led to follow-on projects. The
findings have contributed to refining methods and exploring
new technologies to maximise the yield of nutraceutical
properties from seaweed in Ireland and beyond. For example,
a recent study in collaboration with her PhD student Emer

I
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Shannon, explores the optimisation of the extraction of

Above Lto R: D • e~a balboa, Pro! Nlssreen Abu Ghannam and Erne' Shannun

fucoxanthin, a carotenoid that is rich in anti-diabetic, antiobesity, anti-cancer and antioxidant properties, from the brown
seaweeds typically found in Irish waters.

"discovering new

Professor Abu-Ghannam's ultimate goal in this research is to
help render seaweeds suitable for human consumption at an
industrial scale and to enable the Irish agri-food industry to

things and seeing

develop innovative products for the global market.
For Nissreen, science is about "discovering new things and seeing
how they can make a positive difference to people in the real world."

She stresses that scientists should always ask what contribution
they can make to society, and she finds it very satisfying
to develop these skills in the next generation of scientists,
technologists and researchers. Nissreen's PhD graduates have

how they can make

a positive difference
to people in the real

gone on to a range of positions in industry and academia where

world."

they continue to lead and inspire.
Two things that she feels have gotten her to this position of
leadership in academia? '7here is no single recipe for success, but
bUilding up an expertise and profile in an area requires a lot of hard
Work, and ofcourse that work must be done ethically and to high
standards. Do not let anything be a barrier to you. Everyone should
aspire to reach their maximum potential, regardless ofgender, race
or anything else."

I
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Managing consumption,
sustaining a green society
"When we talk about sustainability policy,"

Although policymakers are pushing the

says Dr Vivienne Byers, "we are looking at

concept of 'green growth; it can be described

National Food Waste Forum, in particular the

a blueprint for managing society in order to

as a paradox, as how can you continue to

'Stop Food Waste' campaign, a multi-media

facilitate people's best health and wellbeing.

increase economic growth and consumption,

awareness and education campaign, are

Policy is a blueprint, its a strategy. But how do

and at the same time increase sustainability?

having a positive impact on how businesses,

we make it work?"

"The push to increase food production and yet

organisations and individuals manage and

conserve energy use and minimise the carbon

perceive food waste in Ireland.

example, Vivienne points to how the EPA's

A Principal Investigator in the Environmental,

footprint seems to present an intractable

Sustainability and Health Institute at

problem," explains Vivienne. 'These influences

DIT, Vivienne's policy research is in the

need to be balanced, sustainability on the

lens for dealing with consumption. "Most

areas of health and wellbeing, and health

one hand, and consumption and consumer

studies on consumption tend to look at the

and environmental sustainability. She is

behaviour on the other."

individuals responsibility. We are positioning the

consumption behaviour in collaboration

This study aims to address this globally

on their behaviour with respect to industry,

with Dr Alan Gilmer of DIT and funded by the

identified policy-action gap. "We are asking

marketing, economics, and all of the parameters

currently working on a project exploring

This study, says Vivienne, will provide a new

individual within wider society and its influences

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), an

the question, how can we manage consumption

that affect peoples consumption. If behaviour

independent public body responsible for the

effectively so that we improve peoples health

change is to take place it requires a shift at the

protection of Ireland's environment.

and wellbeing and sustain the environment,

societallevel."

The Irish Government, recognising the

consumption, or energy consumption?"

whether that is food consumption, water

importance of encouraging behavioural change
among its citizens, has pledged to consider

The overall goal is to impact environmental

policies and initiatives encouraging Irish people

policy. The researchers are creating a

to engage in a wide range of practices to

framework for policymakers and organisations

address everyday environmental problems and

to develop these changes in behaviour

major global challenges such as climate change.

towards sustainability in the future. As an

e: vivienne.byers@dit.ie
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Keeping up with the
data boom
It is vital that Irish industry takes

ways ofsolving that problem. At CeADAR,

advantage of the latest developments

we identify and analyse the issues that

delivered immediate impact and the new

in data analytics, Artificial Intelligence

industry face and work with them on data-

feature is now available for any customer

(AI) and machine learning to remain

driven solutions offered by AI and machine

using the Logix platform.

commercially competitive at home and

learning technology. We help them to take

abroad. The Centre for Applied Data

advantage of these new technologies in

Looking to the future, CeADAR aims to

Analytics (CeADAR), a national technology

their own products and services, which

collaborate more widely with industry,

centre in Ireland, brings together industry

can lead to a smarter, more effective and

maintain the research focus on Data

professionals and academic researchers

productive business ecosystem, ultimately

Analytics, but further develop the centre's

from DIT and University College Dublin

resulting in commercial gain."

capabilities in the areas of Deep Learning
and Artificial Intelligence.

(UCD) to help companies keep up with
this rapidly changing technological mix.

marketing and services. The project

The CeADAR team at DIT is ten strong,
and includes Dr Robert Ross, Dr Susan

Globally, companies are now capturing

McKeever and Dr John McAuley from the

vast amounts of information about their

School of Computing, along with full-time

customers, suppliers, and operations. The

postdoctoral researchers and software

field of data analytics enables them to

developers.

extract insights and useful information
from this data, which can then inform

One recent example of CeADAR

better strategic decision-making. Many

making an impact can be found in

businesses are also incorporating AI, a

its collaboration with Nathean

branch of computer science that focuses

Technologies, a Dublin-based

on training machines to work and react

SME that develops and sells data

like humans, in their operations to create

analytics software to businesses.

intelligent services.

Nathean's business intelligence

CeADAR was established by the

companies to store and analyse

platform, Logix Agile, enables
government agencies Enterprise Ireland

crucial information such as

and IDA Ireland in 2012 to assist its

customer and sales data, supplier

member companies in the application

information and costs.

and innovation of data analytics
technologies, including machine learning,

The CeADAR team at DIT

AI, visualisation and data management.

worked with Nathean

The goal is to maximise Ireland's

in 2016 to add

economic potential at home and abroad,

automatic customer

to create jobs, and bring new products

segmentation

to market. The centre, which is based

capabilities to their

in UCD in collaboration with DIT, has

platform. This brought

more than 80 company members who

the machine learning

drive the research agenda, including

expertise of CeADAR

such heavyweights as Vodafone, Dell,

researchers to bear on

Accenture and Bank of Ireland.

the problem of how

Professor Sarah Jane Delany, the lead

together customers with

to automatically group
Principal Investigator for DIT at CeADAR,

similar characteristics

explains: "The objective ofthe research is to

to enable companies to

consider a real-world problem and research

carry out more targeted
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We all innovate. Many of us
think innovation involves some
kind of invention, patents, that

Indigenous exports contribute approximately

is to design management development

with Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

programmes from the findings. She cites hoW

delivering approximately 7% of that volume.

the multi-awarding winning MSc in Product
Management at DtT was informed by her

lightning moment when you
create something radical that

through education, one goal of the research

15% of the nation's total output year-on-year

C1aire is working to help

innovation systems research.

change those statistics

puts you or your company on

through her research,

the global map.

which analyses

"I'm very passionate about companies
growing, scaling and making optimal use of

innovation systems

inevitably scarce resources. Whatever we can

in the indigenous

do to mitigate risk or to maximise returns by

of us," comments Dr Claire Mc Bride,

engineering and

influencing policy or practice whether it be in

a Senior Lecturer in the College of

software sectors

the way they finance their innovations or in

'That's so not the case for the majority

in Ireland. Aligned

Business. "Much of the value created in

with a shift in policy

the first decade of the 21 st century was based
on business model innovation. Also, services
constitute in excess of 70% of most Western

emphasis towards
internal entrepreneurship with

economy's GDP including a growing proportion

indigenous export as the engine of future

of our own, yet we don't approach service

economic growth, she is focused on the

the way they design and validate them, that's
my motivation for my research." In light of

Brexit, warns C1aire, we need to intensify our
efforts to support competitive advantage for
indigenous firms.

innovation with the same discipline that we do

"leaner, meaner" side of business, SMEs who

How do you ensure that your research gets to

product innovation. There are many ways we can

are largely self-funded.

the audience that needs it? C1aire's research
translates at a practice level informing

manage innovation to better create and capture

programme design and executive education.

value in organisations."

Her latest research looks at firms' strategic
intent and the competencies needed to

"I value the mix of theoretical rigour and

One of the key findings of Cia ire's research

enable companies to achieve that. "Based

application to practice. DIT is a practice-led,

on Sectorallnnovation Systems is that the

on a case study approach, it's looking at the

research-informed institution; we're encouraged

presence of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

skills firms need to derive strategy and the

to work with agencies, industry bodies and
businesses. As we tell our students, 'Business

has the potential to economically "crowd

competencies needed to deliver that strategy

out" indigenous Irish companies, although

successfully in order to scale and grow exports."

research is not created in an ivory tower. It's

she stresses that the role played by FDI in the

In keeping with the state's role in mobilising

primarily done in businesses for businesses.'''

Irish economy is overwhelmingly positive.

resources and establishing competency bases

e: c1aire.mcbride@dit.ie
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Plasma-activated liquids
- fighting superbugs, food bacteria and cancer
extend the shelf life of the food products

The next step is to see how they act

so they won't spoil as quickly. You can also

on the cells themselves, on micro-

reduce potentially harmful bacteria, for

organisms, human cells and animal cells, to

example E. coli, or salmonella, which could

investigate the potential applications for

cause an outbreak of illness. Plasma also

microbial decontamination or for cancer

has medical applications. For example,

treatment. I'm mapping out the underlying

there have been some really good results

mechanisms, how these plasma-activated

achieved where plasma has been used on

liquids work and how that can be applied.

chronic wounds that won't heal to kill off

Dr Daniela Boehm, a postdoctoral

the bacteria in the wound and stimulate the

What does it mean to you as a researcher to

cells to regrow. There are also studies that

get this funding from Science Foundation

have shown that the use of cold plasma can

Ireland?

kill cancer cells and may help to eradicate

It's a really big step for me to build up my

tumours.

own independent research career. I'm

Can you tell me a bit about your project

a limited number of postdoctoral positions

which was awarded a SIRG grant from

available, so this funding is helping me to

Science Foundation Ireland?

get out of that loop.

supervising my first PhD student. There are

researcher at DIT, is working on
understanding the principles of
plasma-activated liquids, which have
potential applications for antimicrobial
decontamination in food, wound healing,

My project is focusing on plasma-activated
liquids which can have a lot of the same

What are you most excited about in

Daniela is a current recipient of the Starting

effects as gas plasma. There are benefits

terms of your move to the Environmental

Investigator Research Grant (SIRG) from

to having plasma in a liquid form: it's

Sustainability and Health Institute in DIT

Science Foundation Ireland.

storable, transportable, you don't need to

Grangegorman?

have a plasma device on hand, it's more

It's a little bit like Christmas, all these

on surfaces and in cancer treatment.

Can you explain what 'cold plasma' is in a

manageable. My project is starting with the

new toys that I can't wait to explore. The

nutshell?

basics: trying to characterise what chemical

equipment and facilities are state-of-the-

Plasma is the fourth state of matter. You

changes are happening in the liquids when

art. The building is dedicated solely to

have solid, liquid, gas and plasma. Plasma is

you treat them with plasma and how these

research and innovation. There are so many

an ionised gas. Lightning is a good example

plasma-activated liquids act on bio-

opportunities for exchange of ideas and

of a very hot plasma, thousands of degrees.

molecules, the building blocks of cells

collaboration, which is exciting.

I work with cold plasma, which is an ionised
gas where the temperature is more-or-Iess

in, for example, proteins, lipids, and
ca rbohyd rates.

room temperature. Cold plasma consists
of a lot of reactive chemical species, so if
you apply it to bacteria, it will attack the
bacteria. In terms of the applications, you
hear about superbugs a lot. Plasma can
be used to decontaminate surfaces, for
example, of objects such as medical
devices and mobile phones. Recently,
there's been a lot of research applying
cold plasma in the food industry. If you
treat foods with cold plasma you can
inactivate micro-organisms that might be
on the surface of the food and therefore
GeneratIOn of plasma activated liqUid
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DIT offers PhD opportunities in
Science Technology
Engineering Mathematics
- wholetime and part-time; funded, self-funded or
partnership funded with companies.
To find out about current opportunities contact www.dit.ie/postgrad
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